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Abstract. The results axe presented of a program to study the radio structure of radio galaxies, 
and to compare them with quasars. The samples are matched in redshift and luminosity in the 
redshift range 0.2 to 1.0, and mapped with the same VLA configuration. The quasar results have 
been published in earlier papers and the radio galaxy results are in press. We compare 100 quasars 
with 80 radio galaxies. The comparison shows the following radio galaxies differ from quasars in 
the following ways: 

1) The overall sizes are larger for radio galaxies by 2 to 3 times. 
2) There are few large bend angles in radio galaxies. 
3) The lobe length ratio distribution differs. 
4) The radio galaxies have no population of one-sided sources. 
5) The lobe flux ratio has less range in the radio galaxies. 
6) Radio galaxies have few core-dominated sources and many with no detectable core: few 

with comparable core and lobe flux. 
7) The most luminous sources are lobe-dominated and more powerful than the quasars. The 

most luminous quasars are unresolved cores. 

Points 1,2,3 can be fit with a single 'unified' model which has a distribution of sizes and bend 
angles up to 25°, with small expansion velocities. The quasars are viewed within a cone angle 
of 50° and the radio galaxies outside the cone. However, the model does incorporate a source 
growth scenario and points 4 through 7 imply that there are instrinsic differences between the 
source types as well as orientation. We also discuss the limitations on beaming and bulk motions 
implied by the results. 
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